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By Katie Hunt

HONG KONG (MNI) - The offshore yuan bond market still looks attractive despite a weakening
Chinese currency, says Sean Chang, head of Asian Debt Investment at Baring Asset Management.

Hong Kong-based Chang said that he plans to gradually increase his exposure to CNY debt issued
in Hong Kong, better known as dim sum bonds, because they offer a good relative return.

"If you look at yield differentials, it is still more favourable to hold the renminbi versus the dollar,"
said Chang.

"And if you look at fundamentals, we are still not looking at a hard-landing story. It's a more
cyclical (slowdown) that will be managed out by the central government in China," he said.

After appreciating nearly 5% in 2011, many analysts expect the yuan in 2012 to chalk up its first
annual fall against the dollar since China began currency reforms in 2005.

Chang says it's plausible the yuan could end the year lower, but he expects the currency to resume
its upward path next year.

"I think the government wants to be ahead of the curve and not lag. They have cut rates and that
has weakened the currency a bit," he said.

China has cut interest rates twice since June, with some expecting the country to see its slowest
growth since the post-Tiananmen aftermath in 1990 this year.

"Next year, the story will be better. A new government will be in place and people can start
refocusing back on the economy and I think currency movements will reflect this."

The dim sum bond market, which took off in 2010, has proved a popular way to bet on CNY
appreciation but Chang said he had initially steered clear of the young asset class because it looked
overvalued and the market under-developed.

"We think the market has improved and is much broader and deeper so under these conditions, we
think it's about time to increase our exposure to China," he said, noting that a mix of Chinese and
foreign companies are raising funds in the offshore yuan.
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Previously, Chang had been exposed to China primarily through US-dollar denominated corporate
credit.

As of July 31, one of the fund's top 10 holdings was Country Garden, a real estate developer based
in the southern Chinese province of Guangdong that specialises in upscale residential property.

Chang, who is part of a team that managed $13.3 billion worth of fixed income assets globally,
says that the property sector in China still offers decent returns despite the limits placed on the real
estate market.

"I think some investors might have concerns about the status of the property market in China," he
said.

"We think supply still can't match demand... and while the administrative measures will pressure
the profit margins, we think property developers can bypass these challenges by generating more
volume."

While upping his China exposure, Chang says he is still neutral on the country within his overall
portfolio. His biggest overweights are Indonesia, South Korea and Malaysia.

As well as boasting good fundamentals, he says the latter acts as a proxy to China because
Malaysian authorities tend to adjust their currency and monetary policy in step with Beijing, a
major trading partner.

The Baring Asian Debt Fund is up 6.3% as of July 31, a performance which Chang says is 1.5 to 2
percentage points better than the fund's reference index - the HSBC Asian Local Bond Index.

Chang attributes the robust performance to a willingness to change strategy quickly, particularly in
periods of market volatility.
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